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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
Patterns are traced on the face of a cathode ray tube 

past which moves a photosensitive film. The patterns are 
generated in response to coded combinations of indicia 
which position the electron beam of the cathode ray 
tube to specified points on the face of the tube. After the 
beam has been horizontally and vertically positioned as 
directed by some of the coded combinations of indicia, 
the electron beam is turned on and controlled to vertically 
scan for a given distance related to portions of some of 
the coded combinations of indicia. In this way, the pat 
tern is built up by generating contiguous linear regions. 

This invention is related to pattern generators and more 
particularly to the generation at a very high speed of 
high-quality patterns such as characters on an electro 
magnetic radiation sensitive medium. 

Pattern generators have many applications such as 
display devices, computer output devices, etc. Of these 
applications the ones which produce the greates amount 
of end result output are character generators used in the 
graphic arts and printing fields. Although these fields are 
very old the best automated line casting machines avail 
able today are electromechanical devices which can pro 
duce fifteen to twenty characters per second. 

In order to increase the rate of generating characters, 
there have been attempts to utilize light beams and photo 
sensitive films. Some early approaches were to use the 
controlled trace of a cathode ray tube which was driven 
by figure eight bar generators which produced intelligible 
symbols by appropriate combinations of barlike elements. 
However, such characters in no way approached the 
quality of the characters produced by conventional metal 
type slugs. Vector generators were also employed to drive 
the cathode ray tube beams with a slight improvement 
in quality. 
About fifteen years ago a cathode ray tube was intro 

duced which included a stencil of a plurality of characters 
equivalent to a degenerate type font. The electron beam 
was first aimed on the region of the stencil having the out 
line of the character selected for output and further de 
flection circuits deflected the beam to the desired position 
on the face of the tube. Although the quality of the out 
put characters greatly improved, only one type font was 
available per tube. In addition, the circuits and the stencils 
are relatively expensive. 

Other approaches included a multicharacter stencil hav 
ing controllably ignitible light sources behind each char 
acter outline with optical focusing to direct the image to a 
particular portion of the output media. However, the 
proposal suffered from all the defects of the cathode ray 
tube-stencil systems and was even more expensive. 
A further approach included the video scanning of a 

stencil and using the video signal to intensity modulate 
the beam of a cathode ray tube. Such a system demanded 
very precisely engraved stencils which are prohibitively 
expensive to initially fabricate and to reproduce. 
The field has tried dispensing with mechanical stencils 

and has tried using pre-wired control circuits and magnetic 
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2 
core matrices, one per character, to generate patterns 
of signals to intensity modulate a cathode ray tube beam. 
However, the pre-wired control circuits and core matrices 
are exorbitantly expensive when high-quality characters 
are required. 
An improvement on these systems is disclosed in U.S. 

Patent No. 3,165,045, for a Data Processing System where 
in each character is represented by a plurality two 
valued (black or white) elements in a matrix array. A 
storage means stores the representations of the characters 
as bits, with one bit per element. The bits are fed serially 
to a light source which scans a photographic medium. 
The bits intensity modulate the light source. Since the 
bits are stored on an addressable magnetic drum, the 
disadvantages of the pre-wired matrix are not present. 
However, this system is merely an electromagnet version 
of a conventional dot printer. Such printers are notorious 
for their inability to produce graphic arts quality char 
acters. Such quality requires a very finely divided matrix 
array, for example an array of 70 columns and 100 
rows, or 7000 elements per character. Therefore, it is 
necessary to store 7000 bits per character. 

In order to minimize the number of stored bits per 
character, there has been disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 
3,305,841, for a Pattern Generator, assigned to the same 
assignee, a system utilizing coded combinations of indicia 
or bits. In particular, it discloses a system wherein each 
character is divided into linear regions. Within each region 
is a line segment. The stored indicia (bits) are in groups 
of coded combinations of indicia which indicate the 
starting and ending points of the line segments in each 
linear region. With such a system, in the worst case, the 
number of bits required to represent a character is com 
pressed, vis-a-vis the system of U.S. Patent No. 3,165,045, 
by a factor of three, and in the average case the compres 
sion is fivefold. While such compressions are extremely 
valuable, they have created a demand for even greater compressions. 

Apparatus for effecting these greater compressions has 
been disclosed in application, Ser. No. 572,609, filed 
Aug. 15, 1966, assigned to the same assignee, and now 
abandoned. 
While the apparatus disclosed in the above-cited patent 

and application performed admirably, it created a demand 
for much simpler apparatus as well as apparatus which 
could internally operate at slower speeds and still pro 
duce result copy at the same or higher speeds. In addition 
the previously disclosed appartus was often used with 
partially free-running cathode ray tube systems. Conse 
quently it was necessary to synchronize the operation of 
the apparatus to the speed of operation of the free-run 
ning cathode ray tube system. 

It is accordingly a general object of the invention to 
provide slower operating and more simple apparatus of 
the class described without decreasing the rate of output 
copy. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide appa 
ratus wherein the operation of electromagnetic radiation 
Source for recording on the record medium is controlled 
by the remainder of the apparatus so that the previously 
mentioned synchronizing problems are eliminated. 

Briefly, the invention contemplates a system for pre 
Senting at least one character to a record medium which 
is sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. The character 
comprises a plurality of areas having a second visual state 
("black”) on a background of a first visual state 
("white'). Each of these areas is divisible into adjacent 
linear regions aligned parallel to a first reference line ex 
tending in a first direction (say, the vertical). Each of 
the linear regions is associated with a position on a sec 
ond reference line extending in a second direction (say, 
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the horizontal). Means are provided for storing a coded 
representation of the character as a plurality of coded 
combination of indicia. At least one of the coded com 
binations of indicia is related to the position on the sec 
ond reference line of one of the linear regions of at least 
one of the areas. Others of the coded combinations of in 
dicia are associated with the linear regions and include 
first and second coded groups of indicia. Each first coded 
group of indicia indicates a position on the first reference 
line where the associated linear region begins. The indi 
cation can be to an absolute position or to a relative posi 
tion. Each of the second coded groups of indicia indicates 
the linear extent of the associated region. The indication 
can be an absolute ending position, a relative ending posi 
tion, an ending position specified with respect to a dis 
tance from the starting position or an incremental dis 
tance which modifies a previous distance from a starting 
position. 
There is an electromagnetic radiation source which in 

cludes means, which, when energized, Scans the record 
medium in the first direction. First positioning means 
position the electromagnetic radiation source means to 
points opposite the record medium related to positions on 
the first reference line. Second positioning means position 
the electromagnetic radiation source means to points op 
posite the record medium related to positions on the Sec 
ond reference line. 
Means sequentially transmit the coded combinations 

of indicia from the storing means. The first positioning 
means receives the first groups of indicia of the other 
coded combinations of indicia to position the electromag 
netic radiation source means in accordance with the re 
ceived first coded groups of indicia. The second position 
ing means receives the one coded combination of indicia 
to position the electromagnetic radiation source means in 
accordance with the received coded combination of in 
dicia. Means receive the other coded combinations of in 
dicia for energizing the electromagnetic radiation source 
means to linearly scan the record medium from positions 
associated with the first groups of indicia to positions as 
sociated with the second groups of indicia. 

Repositioning means cause the second positioning 
means to position the electromagnetic radiation source 
means to the position associated with the linear region 
region adjacent to the linear region whose associated 
other coded combination of indicia just energized the 
electromagnetic radiation source means at least whenever 
the one coded combination of indicia is not received by 
the second positioning means. 
The features and other objects and the advantages of 

the invention will be apparent for the following detailed 
description when read with the accompanying drawings 
which show, by way of example and not limitation, repre 
sentative apparatus for realizing the concepts of the in 
vention. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 shows in detail a character superimposed 

on a coordinate system for explaining the invention; and 
FIGURES 2a and 2b show a block diagram representa 

tion of a system for generating patterns or characters on 
an electromagnetic radiation sensitive medium. 

In general, the system can generate a line of characters 
at a time wherein the characters are serially generated 
along the line. When one line is completely generated, 
the system can start generating the next line of char 
acters. The lines of characters will, in being generated, 
energize a source of electromagnetic radiation such as a 
light source which creates visual representations of the 
characters for exposure onto an electromagnetic radiation 
or light sensitive medium such as a photographic film. 
The film thereafter can be used for creating printing 
plates. Therefore, each character will be recorded on an 
area of one visual state such as one color (for example, 
white) and the character itself will comprise line portions 
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4. 
in a Second visual state such as a contrasting color (for 
example, black). 
Not only can the characters be generated serially along 

a line, but each of the actual characters is generated by 
a plurality of serially generated lines, such as columns of 
elements. 
FIGURE 1 shows by way of example a greatly en 

larged version of a 12 point upper case G on a grid of 
rows and columns. This character will now be analyzed. 
It is Seen that it occupies the region between columns C8 
and C63, and between rows R4 and R75. However, it 
should be noted that columns C5, C6, and C7 are blank. 
Similarly, columns C64, C65 and C66 are blank. These 
columns are space columns to the left and right of the 
pattern columns C8 and C63 inclusive. A pattern col 
unn is a column of the character slug which includes at 
least one "black' element. Accordingly, the columns de 
fining the 12 point G include three blank columns fol 
lowed by 56 pattern columns followed by three blank 
columns. 
Now consider the pattern column portion of the char 

acter. This portion can be divided into areas having a sec 
ond visual state, say “black,' superimposed on a region 
having a first visual state, say white. There are three such 
areas, A1, A2 and A3. Area A1 extends from column C8 
to column C60 across the top of the character. Area A2 
extends from column C63 to column C42 across the 
Crossbar region of the character and area A3 extends 
from column C48 to column C18 across the bottom of 
the character. 
NoW consider typical pattern columns. Column C8 

Scanned from top to bottom comprises an area of “white' 
extending from row R1 to row R30, i.e., background, an 
area of "black' extending from row R31 to row R45, and 
an area of “white' from row R46 to row R100, i.e., back 
ground. Thus column C8 has one area of black in area 
A1. Column C34 comprises a first area of white extend 
ing from row R1 to row R3, a first area of black extend 
ing from row R4 to row R9, a second area of white ex 
tending from row R10 to row R69, a second area of black 
extending from row R70 to row R75, and a third area of 
White extending from row R76 to row R100. Column C34 
has one area of black in area A1 and one area of black 
in area A3. Column C44 has three areas of black, an area 
in area A1, an area in area A2, and an area in area A3, 
interspersed between four areas of white. If any area of 
black within a pattern column is defined as a linear re 
gion, it is seen that each pattern column includes a linear 
region of at least one of the areas A1, A2 or A3. In fact, 
the black areas of each pattern column are made up of 
linear regions of the areas A1, A2 and A3 where there is 
no more than one linear region from any one of the 
areas. This property of having no more than one linear 
region per area is extremely important in generating char 
acters since it simplifies the apparatus and speeds the 
rate of generation of the characters. For the given ex 
ample, three specific areas are shown for the letter G. 
However, other characters are divided into different areas 
Wherein there is no more than one linear region per area. 

It is also possible to analyze the character by means of 
rOWS. In Such a case each pattern row will have at least 
one row segment. The invention contemplates both types 
of analyses and the claims employ the generic word “line' 
to mean either “row' or “column. 
From the above analysis of the pattern columns it is 

possible to establish a method of defining the linear re 
gions within the areas A1, A2 and A3. In particular, it is 
only necessary to indicate the starting row of an area of 
black or linear region and to indicate the ending row of 
the linear region. Accordingly, the pattern in column C8 
can be defined as a linear region of area A1 starting at 
row R31 and ending at row R45. The linear region of 
the next column, column C9, starts at row R28 and ends 
at row R52. Similarly, the pattern of column C34 can be 
defined as: a linear region of area A1 starting at row R4 
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and ending at row R9, and a linear region of area A3 
starting at row R70 and ending at row R75. The pattern 
of column C44 would be similarly defined. Therefore, any 
linear region can be defined with two units of informa 
tion, wherein the first unit indicates a starting element 
address (the row at which the linear region starts) and 
an ending element address (the row at which the linear 
regions ends). 
With the starting and ending address method, it is also 

possible to define the starting and ending element ad 
dresses of the linear region of column C9 by incrementally 
moifying the starting and ending element addresses of the 
linear region of column C8. In particular, the starting ele 
ment address R31 of column C8 can be changed by an 
incremental value of -3 to obtain R28, the starting ele 
ment address of column C9. Similarly, the ending ele 
ment address R46 of column C8 can be changed by the 
incremental value --6 to obtain the ending element ad 
dress R52 of column C9. Thus, the incremental values 
indirectly define the starting and ending element addresses 
of the linear region of column C9. 

It is also possible to define the linear region by a start 
ing element address along with an element area (the 
length of the linear region). It should be noted that the 
element area indirectly defines an ending address element 
as a displacement of the starting address element. 

In such a case, it is also possible to define subsequent 
element areas by merely specifying the incremental dif 
ference between the Subsequent element area and the 
previously specified element area. 

Tables I, II and III are an analysis of the character of 
FIGURE 1 broken down in areas A1, A2 and A3 with 
respect to the vertical or row starting (S) and ending (E) 

TABLE I.-FOR AREA A1 

Endpoint Increment 
Method Method 

S E L. DS DE DL 

3. 46 15 ------------------ 
28 52 24 -3 -6 --9 
25 55 30 -3 --3 --5 
23 57 34 -2. --2 --4 
21 59 38 -2. --2 -H4 
19 61 42 -2 3 --4 
17 63 46 -2. --2 4 
16 65 49 -1 -2 -3 
15 66 51 -1 --1. --2 
14 67 53 -1 -1 H2 
3 3. 18 - -36 -35 
12 26 4 - -5 -4 
1. 22 1 - -4 w-3 
10 20 0 - -2 re 
9 8 9 - -2 - 
8 6 8 - -2 re-1 
8 15 7 0 - -1 
7 14 7 - -1 O 
7 3 6 0 - se 
6 12 6 -1 - O 
6 12 6 O O O 
5 6 -1 -1 O 
5 6 O O O 
5 6 0 O O 
4. O 6 - -1 O 
4. O 6 O O O 
4 10 8 O O O 
4. O 6 O O O 
4. O 6 O O O 
4. O 6 O O O 
4. O 6 O O O 
4 O 6 O O 0 
4 10 6 O O O 
5 6 -- --1 O 
5 6 O O O 
6 12 6 --1 -- O 
6 12 6 O O O 
7 3 6 - - - - O 
7 3 6 O O O 
7 4 7 O -- -1 
8 14 6 --1 0 -1 
8 15 7 O -- --1 
9 6 7 -1 - O 
9 17 8 0 +1 –1 
O 8 8 - -- O 
O 9 9. 0 -- --1 
10 21 1. O --2 --2 
10 25 5 - 0 - 4 --4 
9 26 17 -1 - 1 --2 
9 26 17 O O O 
9 26 7 O O) O 
9 26 0 O O 
O 25 5 -- -1 -2 
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6 
element addresses as well as the vertical length (L) of 
the linear regions, and also with respect to vertical or row 
starting element address increments (DS) and ending 
element address increments (DE) as well as increments 
in the vertical length (DL) of the linear regions. 

TABLE II.-FOR AREA A2 
Endpoint increment 
Method Method 

S E L. DS DE DL 

44 47 3 ------------------ 
43 48 5 - - - -2 
43 49 6 0 -- --1 
43 73 30 0 - 24 - 24 
43 74 3 0 -1 -- 
43 74 31 O O O 
43 74 31 O O O 
43 74 3 O O O 
43 74 3. O O O 
43 73 30 0 - -1. 
43 72 29 0 - re 
43 72 29 O 0. O 
43 72 29 O O O 
43 2 29 O 0 O 
43 72 30 O --1 -- 
43 49 6 0 -24 -24 
43 48 5 0 -1 - 
43 48 5 O O O 
43 48 5 O O O 
43 48 5 O O O 
43 48 5 O 0 O 
44 47 3 -- - -2 

TABLE III.-FOR AREA A3 

Endpoint Increment 
Method Method 

S E I DS DE DL 

66 73 7 ------------------ 
67 74 7 -- -- O 
68 74 6 -- O r 
68 75 7 0 --1 --1 
69 75 6 -- 0 -1 
69 75 5 O O 
70 76 6 H1 - 
70 76 6 O O 
70 76 6 0. O 
70 76 6 0. O 
70 76 6 0 0 
70 76 6 O O 
70 76 6 O O 
70 78 5 O O 
70 6 6 O O 
70 76 6 O O 
70 76 6 O O 
0 76 6 O O 
69 75 6 - - - 

6 O O 
7 1. O 
6 0 
7 
6 
6 
7 
8 

A study of FIGURE 1 and Tables I, II and III reveals 
the following interesting phenomena. Area A1 starts at 
column C8 and steps forward column-by-column without 
a gap to column C60. The starting column can be specified 
by a column number address 8. In each column of area. A 
there is only one linear region. Column C8 has a starting 
element address 31 and an ending element address 46. Thus 
the linear region can be defined by these two addresses. 
However this linear region can just as well be specified by 
starting element address 31 and a displacement therefrom 
(a length) of 15. Once the starting element address of col 
umn C8 (the first column of the area A1), and the ending 
element address or the length are given, the information 
concerning the linear regions can be given relative to the 
information of column C8. For example, the starting ele 
ment address of column C9 is 28. However, it can be 
specified as a decrement of -3 (negative increment) of 
the starting element address 31 of column C8, i.e., 
31-3=28. Similarly, the ending element address of col 
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umn C9 which is 52 can be specified as an increment --6 
of the ending element address 46 of column C8, i.e., 
46-6=52. Furthermore, in using the length or displace 
ment method the length 24 of the linear region of column 
C9 can be specified as an increment of --9 to the length 
of the linear region of column C8, i.e., 15-9 =24. 
Area A2 begins with column C63 and steps back col 

umn-by-column without a gap to column C42. Note there 
is a jump from the end of area A1 (column C60) to the 
start of area A2 (column C63). It is possible to specify 
this jump as an increment of 3 in the column number 
address or a new starting column number address 63 can 
be specified. The specifying of the linear regions of area A2 
follows the same scheme as that of area A1. The specifica 
tions for area A3 follow the same pattern and therefore 
will not be described. 

Referring to FIGURE 2 there will now be described 
a system for executing the above described inventive con 
cepts. 
The system generates patterns by directing an electron 

beam to particular horizontal and vertical coordinates (a 
point) inside of the face of a cathode ray tube. The elec 
tron beam is then turned on and driven to scan vertically 
for an indicated period of time. The beam is generally in 
crementally displaced one element in a horizontal direction 
and vertically positioned to a new point before being turned 
on and driven to scan again. Of course, the horizontal and 
vertical directions can be interchanged. However, vertical 
scans are more desirable when the patterns are actually 
a line of characters. 

In particular the electron beam is controllably turned on 
and driven to scan for an increment of time related to the 
linear region of column of the area then being generated. 
As has been discussed above, each column of an area 

has a plurality of elements and has at least one distinct 
linear region of contiguous elements. The linear regions 
have start and end points or elements. The electron beam 
is positioned to a point related to the start point, a scan is 
initiated and the beam is turned off at a time thereafter 
related to the end point of each linear region in each col 
umn of each of the areas A1, A2 or A3. 
By equating the elements on the face of the cathode ray 

tube with the elements in the pattern, the elements of the 
pattern are mapped onto the face of the cathode ray tube. 
Now, by storing in registers the "addresses” of the start 
elements, i.e., the number of elements along a reference 
line from a base point, of each linear region of a column of 
each of the areas A1, A2 and A3, it is possible to use the 
start addresses to position the electron beam to related ele 
ments on the face of the cathode ray tube. 
In order to determine the electron beam turn-off time 

after the beam has been turned on and the scan start, each 
column is also divided into a plurality of equal time in 
crements. Since the cathode ray tube scan can be made 
a linear function of time, each time increment is equal to 
an element in the column on the face of the cathode ray 
tube. After the beam has been positioned and the scan 
started there is a counting of the number of time incre 
ments (elements) elapsing during a vertical scan from the 
start of the vertical scan by the cathode ray tube. For ex 
ample, when the number of counted time increments 
equals the difference between stored address of the start 
element (start element address) of the linear region in the 
column and the address of the end element (end element 
address) of the linear region, the electron beam is turned 
off and the scan terminated. After the linear region has 
been scanned, the beam is horizontally repositioned and 
the registers are updated for the next scan by any com 
bination of the following methods: 

(1) The start and end element addresses in the registers 
can be replaced by new start and end element addresses re 
ceived from a memory; or 

(2) The start and end element addresses in the registers 
can be modified by combining them algebraically with in 
cremental data obtained from a memory; or 
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8 
(3) A new start element address and a displacement 

quantity from a memory can be inserted in the registers; 
O 

(4) The start element address and the displacement 
quantity in the registers can be modified with incremental 
data from a memory. 

Several system parameters are worth noting before 
describing the system. All words, whether data or code 
(control), are transferred from the memory as 4-bit bytes 
in parallel. Every starting and ending element address is an 
8-bit byte. Therefore two words are required to transfer 
an address from the memory. Every increment is a 4-bit 
byte with the most significant bit always being Zero. 
The following table indicates the types of words trans 

ferred from the memory. 
TABLE IV 

Binary 
Code Mnemonic Comments 

0000 MOD Modification data, 
0001 MOD Do. 
O010 MOD Do. 
0011 MOD Do. 
01.00 MOD Do. 
001 MOD Do. 
0110 MOD Do. 
0111. MOD Do. 
1000 NOP No Operation. 
001 NOP Do, 
1010 SUB Substitute new value. 
101. LCN Load column number. 
100 MCN Modify column number. 
1101 RDIS Reverse data, increment sign. 
1110 RCS Reverse column increment sign 
1111 EOP End of pattern. 

Only memory data words assume values from Zero to 
seven. In general they will be indicated by their decimal 
equivalents, while in fact they are transmitted through the 
system in binary notation. The operation codes or code 
words have values between eight and fifteen. The opera 
tion codes have the following meanings. 
The codes NOP indicate no operation is to be per 

formed. The SUB code indicates that the next two words 
from memory are data words which are to be combined 
to form a new start or end element address. The LCN 
code indicates that the next word from memory repre 
sents the column number. The MCN code indicates that 
the next word from memory represents an increment of 
the column number. The RDS code indicates that the di 
rection of incrementing for one of the start or end element 
addresses or the length of one of the linear regions is to 
be changed. The RCS code indicates that the direction of 
incrementing column numbers is to be changed. The EOP 
code indicates the end of the data for the pattern. The 
data has one of the following meanings: 
DS-Start element address increment 
DE=End element address increment 
DL=Length increment 
SM = Most significant half of a start address 
SL=Least significant half of a start address 
EM=Most significant half of an end address 
EL=Least significant half of an end address 
LM-Most significant half of length 
LL=Least significant half of length 
DC=Column position increment 
CM=Most significant half of a column position address 
CL=Least significant half of a column position address. 
The various units of the system will now be described 

with reference to FIGURE 2, 
It should be noted that signal names and the lines 

carrying the signal have the same reference designation. 
For example, the MM1 signal is transmitted on the MM1 
signal line. Generally, the "positive” or "high signals are 
shown or mentioned. However, many of the signals also 
have a complementary signal. For example, the start-end 
flip-flop SEF transmits, from its two outputs, two signals, 
respectively, in parallel, the SEF and SEF' signals. When 
the SEF signal is "high” the SEF signal is low, and vice 
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versa. When specifically required, both the signal and its 
complement are shown and mentioned. In addition, many 
of the lines which carry data are shown as a single line, 
for example, the MM signal line. This line is actually a 
cable of four lines MM1 to MM4. For simplicity, only 
the single line cable is shown. However, when required the 
cable is fanned out and the specific lines therein are given 
their appropriate suffix numbers. Numerals shown in 
parentheses adjacent to lines indicate the actual number of 
lines or line pairs where appropriate in the cable. 
The memory M can be a magnetic core memory with 

suitable address selection and control circuits. The mem 
ory delivers 4-bit parallel words to four output lines 
MM1 to MM4 (shown as line or cable MM) in response 
to step pulses received from the step pulse generator SPG. 
Each step pulse causes the memory to output one word. 
There is a control unit comprising a function decoder 

FD, a step pulse generator SPG, the start-end flip-flop 
SEF circuitry, and the most-least counter MLK. The 
decoder FD is used to generate control signals in response : 
to code words received from memory M. The decoder FD 
can comprise four paraphase amplifiers connected via 
four AND gates to the four MM signal lines, respectively. 
Each of the AND circuits has three inhibit control inputs 
to receive the IFD, LCN and MCN signals so that infor 
mation can only enter the decoder during the absence of 
all three signals. The outputs of the amplifiers are con 
nected to inputs of a binary-to-hexadecimal decoder. The 
outputs of this decoder are connected via gating logic, to 
the set inputs of flip-flops which generate the control sig 
nals, SUB, LCN, MCN, RDIS, RCIS and EOP. The 
positive output of the paraphase amplifier connected to 
the most significant bit line MM4 drives a flip-flop for 
the MOD signal. However, provision is made to insure 
that the MOD signal does not occur for the one data word 
following MCN code word and the two data words foll 
lowing the LCN and SUB code words. This can be done 
by feeding the MOD signal to an input of a gate having 
other inhibiting inputs connected to the MCN, LCN and 
SUB signals. 
The flip-flops are cleared by using a circuit employing 

gating logic, a counter and a delay device which responds 
to the step pulses on line STEP. Each of the flip-flops, 
except those generating SUB, MCN and LCN, is cleared 
after the next step pulse. The flip-flop generating the MCN 
signal is cleared after the second next step pulse. The flip 
flops generating the LCN and SUB signals are cleared 
after the third next step pulse. An OR circuit buffers to 
gether the MOD, MCN, RDIS, RCIS and EOP signals 
to generate the OPL signal. Another OR circuit buffers 
together the SUB and LCN signals to generate the TPL 
signal. 
The step pulse generator SPG which is used to call for 

words from the memory M is basically three channels of 
one-shot multivibrators. In the first channel, the OPL 
signal line is connected to the input of a first one-shot 
multivibrator which delivers a pulse from its output a 
given period of time after it receives a signal at its input. 
This output is connected to one input of an OR circuit. 
In the second channel, the MCN signal line is connected 
to the input of a second one-shot multivibrator which 
delivers a pulse from its output the given period of time 
after it receives a signal at its input. The output of the 
second one-shot multivibrator is connected to the input 
of a similar third one-shot multivibrator. The outputs of 
the second and third one-shot multivibrators are con 
nected to two other inputs of the OR circuit. The third 
channel comprises fourth, fifth and sixth cascaded one-shot 
multivibrators. The input of the fourth multivibrator (the 
first in this channel) receives the LCN signal. The output 
of each of these one-shot multivibrators is connected to 
further inputs of the OR circuit. The output of the OR 
circuit is connected to the STEP signal line. In addition, 
the outputs of the fourth and fifth one-shot multivibrators 
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10 
are connected to another OR circuit whose output is the 
OE signal line connected to the input of the most-least 
counter MLK. 
The most-least counter MLK is a one-stage binary 

counter having an initial clear input (not shown) for 
setting it to the zero state at the start of an operation. The 
counter delivers outputs to the ML signal line and is used 
to keep track of the most and least significant halves of 
the addresses during the SUB and LCN operations. 
The start-end flip-flop SEF determines whether an in 

crementing operation is to be with respect to the start ele 
ment address or the end element address. Flip-flop SEF 
has a set input connected via OR circuit B1 which re 
ceives the SUB and MOD signals, and a clear input which 
receives the ICN signal. When the flip-flop SEF is cleared 
it indicates that a start element address is to be incre 
mented; when the flip-flop is set it indicates that an end 
element address is to be incremented. 
The adder-subtractor AS which is used to modify by 

incrementing start and end element addresses, or dis 
placements or column numbers, can be an eight binary 
position parallel adder-subtractor. The adder-subtractor 
has eight augend inputs connected to the eight lines 
AUG1 to AUG8, respectively and has eight addend in 
puts. Each of the four least significant addend inputs are 
connected via one of the four ADDN1 to ADDN4 signal 
lines and one of four AND circuits GS1 to one of the 
four lines, MM1 to MM4, respectively. The four most 
significant addend inputs are wired to permanently repre 
sent Zeros. The AND circuits GS1 can be four AND 
circuits having control inputs connected, via OR circuits, 
to the MOD and MCN signal lines so that they operate 
during the presence of either one of the MOD or MCN 
signals. An adder-subtractor control is connected via the 
SIGN signal line to the sign logic SL. When the signal 
on the SIGN signal line represents zero the adder 
Subtractor AS operates as an adder and when the signal 
represents one it operates as a subtractor. The eight result 
terminals of the adder-subtractor are connected via the 
eight RES signal lines to the substitute/increment switch 
SIS. Since incrementing can occur for a start element 
address, an end element address, or a column number, 
there are three possible addends. Accordingly, there are 
three one-stage binary counters for sign storage, each 
associated with one of the possible addends. The input 
of the counter associated with the start element address 
addend is connected via an AND circuit to the RDIS 
signal line from the function decoder FD, the input of 
the counter associated with the end element address 
addend is connected via an AND circuit to the RDIS 
signal line from the function decoder FD, and the input 
of the counter associated with the column number add 
end is connected to the RCIS signal line from the function 
decoder FD. The control input of one of these AND 
circuits is connected to the SEF and the control input 
of the other of these AND circuits is connected to the 
SEF signal line. The counters generate the SSVI, SEVI, 
and SCNI signals respectively. These signals are trans 
mitted to the logic network which satisfies the follow 
ing Boolean equation: 

SIGN=SCNI. MCN--MOD. SEF. SEVI 
--MOD SEF'.SSVI 

The (--) indicates an OR operation, the () an AND 
operation, and a () the complement of a signal. 
The substitute/increment switch SIS is basically a logic 

network that Switches information from either the 
memory M, via the four MM signal lines, or the result 
from the added-subtractor AS, via the eight RES signal 
lines, to either the column number counter CNK, via the 
eight TCNK signal lines, or the start value register SVR, 
via the eight TSVR signal lines, or the end value register 
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EVR, via the eight TEVR signal lines. Typical Boolean 
equations for the logic network are as follows: 

Tevra-(MM4st B-SEF-ML)+(RES4biof-SEF) Evris-RMM.SUB-SEF.ML)-(RES5-MOD. SEF 
Tivis-(MM4suB.S.E.F.ML)+(RESS Mof-SEF) 
The column number counter CNK which stores the 

instantaneous column number can be an eight-stage 
binary up-down counter which has a unit count input 
connected to the ICN signal line. In addition, each stage 
can be selectively preset by signals received in parallel, 
via the TCNK1 to TCNK8 signal lines, from the sub 
stitute/increment switch SIS. The direction of counting 
is controlled by signals received from the sign logic SL 
via SCNI signal line. The stages of the counter CNK 
transmit the CNK1 to CNK8 signals. 
The start value register SVR which stores the start ele 

ment address can be an eight-stage flip-flop register 
wherein each stage is loaded via one of the TSVR1 to 
TSVR8 signal lines and transmits a signal via one of 
the SVR1 to SVR8 signal lines. 
The end value register EVR which stores the end ele 

ment address or a displacement value can be an eight 
stage flip-flop register wherein each stage is loaded via 
one of the TEVR1 to TEVR8 signal lines and transmits 
a signal via one of the EVR1 to EVR8 signal lines. 
The adder-subtractor switch ASS is a logic network 

which selectively transfers the contents of the column 
number counter CNK, or the start value register SVR, 
or the end value register EVR, via the AUG1 to AUG8 
signal lines, to the augend inputs of the adder-subtractor 
AS. The network satisfies the following Boolean equa 
tions: 

AUGl= CNK1-MCN--SWR1-MOID.SEF-EVRI.MOD. SEF 
AUGs-CNKS...McN+SVR8Mob. SEF--EVR8MoD-SEF' 
The inhibit FD flip-flop IFDF generates the IFD signal 

which prevents the operation of the function decoder FD 
by generating the IFD signal while the scan of the record 
medium actually occurs. The flip-flop is set when the 
end column element address (end value) is changed for 
any reason and is cleared by a signal (ICN) indicating 
the end of the scan. In particular, the set input of 
flip-flop IFDF is connected to the output of AND circuit 
G1 whose inputs are connected to the SEF signal line and 
to the output of OR circuit Bi. The clear input is con 
nected to the ICN signal line. 

In FIGURE 2B there is shown generally the cathode 
ray tube control circuits. The column element counter 
CEK counts the time increments and therefore the ele 
ments in a column during a scan by the electron beam. 
The column element counter CEK can be an eight-stage 
binary counter. The unit count input is connected to the 
output of AND circuit G2. The counter can be preset 
via signals received, via eight AND circuits GS2, from 
the SVR to SVR8 signal lines. Each of the AND cir 
cuits has a control input connected to the IFD signal line. 
The outputs of the stages are connected via the CEN sig 
nal lines to one side of column element comparator CEC. 
The other side of the comparator receives the EVR sig 
nals. The comparator is an equality comparator which 
emits an ICN signal when an equality is detected. The 
counter CEK has an initial clear input (not shown) which 
clears it to zero. The step or unit count input is connected 
to the output of AND circuit G2. The retrace counter 
RTK establishes the retrace time period for the electron 
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2 
beam by counting time increments. The counter RTK is 
a five-stage binary counter. When it reaches its capacity 
it resets to zero and emits an overflow pulse on the SVS 
signal line. The step or count input is connected to the 
output of AND circuit G3. The counter RTK has an 
initial clear input (not shown) which sets the counter to 
a count of Zero. 
The flip-flop VS controls the scan and retrace times of 

the beam of the cathode ray tube CRT. When the flip 
flop VS is set by an SVS signal from counter RTK a 
signal is present on the VD signal line to permit a Scan. 
When the flip-flop VS is cleared by an ICN signal from 
comparator CEC a signal is present on the VD' signal 
line to permit the initiation of a retrace period which 
insures that the beam has returned to the start position 
and settled down before another scan can begin. 
The VD and VD' signals are connected to the control 

inputs of AND circuits G2 and G3 whose other inputs 
are connected to the output of free-running oscillator 
OSC which generates equitimed pulses. The outputs of 
AND circuits G2 and G3 are connected to the unit 
count inputs of counters CEK and RTK respectively. 
The vertical deflection control VDFC can be a current 

generator which drives the vertical deflection yoke of the 
cathode ray tube CRT. The input to the current generator 
can be a summing circuit having inputs connected to the 
sawtooth generator STG and the vertical digital-to-analog 
converter VDAC. Converter VDAC receives, via the 
SVR1 to SVR8 signal lines, the contents of the start value 
register SVR to vertically position the electron beam for 
the start of a scan. Sawtooth generator STG can be a 
gated sawtooth generator which is turned when the VD 
signal goes high and is turned off when the VD signal 
goes low. 

In general the scan cycle operates in the following man 
ner. When the flip-flop VS is in the clear state, the VD 
signal is low and both of the AND circuits G2 and G3 
are closed. Now when an IFD signal is received at the 
outer control input of AND circuits G3 indicating a Scan 
should occur, this circuit opens. Pulses from the oscillator 
OSC start stepping the counter RTK. When the counter 
RTK exceeds its capacity (overflows), indicating the end 
of the retrace period, the SVS pulse is emitted setting the 
flip-flop VS which generates the VD signal to turn on the 
sawtooth generator STG. AND circuit G2 opens and 
AND circuit G3 closes. Pulses from oscillator OSC are 
now fed to the count input of counter CEK which may 
have been preset to start element address value. While 
counter CEK is counting it transfers signals (representing 
the instantaneous element count), via the CEN lines, to 
the column element comparator CEC. The other side of 
the comparator is receiving an end address for a linear 
region via the lines EVR1 to EVR8. When equality is 
reached the comparator CEC emits a pulse on the ICN 
signal line. 
The ICN signal line is connected to the clear inputs of 

flip-flops VS, SEF and IFDF to end the scan cycle and 
permit the reading in of the next word from the memory 
M. In addition, the ICN signal line is connected to the 
step input of counter CNK to add one to the count there 
in. It should be noted that the VD signal also drives the 
video drive circuits VDC (the usual Z-axis circuits) of 
the cathode ray tube CRT so that an electron beam is only 
present during the scan. 
The cathode ray tube CRT has a horizontal deflection 

control HDC which drives the yoke of the horizontal de 
flection system. The horizontal deflection control is driven 
by the horizontal digital-to-analog decoder HDAC which 
receives signals representing the horizontal position, via 
the CNK1 to CNK8 signal lines, from column number 
counter CNK. The cathode ray tube also receives elec 
tron beam accelerating voltages from source AVS. 
The face of the cathode ray tube is focused by the 

lens LENS onto a moving film FLM. The film is driven by 
Scroll drive SDX past lens LENS. Thus images generated 
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on the face of the cathode ray tube are recorded on film 
FLM. 
The system will now be cycled through the “writing' of 

several typical columns of the pattern of FIGURE 1. It is 
assumed that all registers, flip-flops and binary counters 
have been cleared to their initial states. 

Table V summarizes the operation of “writing' the 
character shown in FIGURE 1 using starting and end 
ing addresses for the linear regions. 

TABLEW 

Memory Sign 
Memory Word Word(s) - 
Number(s) Contents Comments C S E Col. No. 

mt0------------- 1 LCN Code.------- + ---------- 
m-1 and 2.------- 08 CM=0, CL=8.--- -- - - 8 

10 SUB Code.-------- -- - - -- 8 
3i SM=8, SL=1---- -- - -- 8 
10 SUB Code.-------. -- - - -- 8 
46 EM=4, EL = -- - - - 8 
3 RDIS Code -- - - 9 
03 DS-, 3----- -- - - 9 
06 IDE=6---- -- - - - 9 
03 DS=3------------- -- - - - 10 
03 DE-3------------ -- - - - 10 

int-0-------------- 13 RDIS Code.------ -- - - - 60 
n--1--- 0i DS=1------------- -- - - - - 60 
n--2.-- 13 RDS Code.-------- -- - - - 60 
n-i-3--- 0i DE=------ -- - - 60 
l 12 MCN Code -- - - - 61. 
n-5- 2 DC=2--- -- - - 63 
n-i-6. 4. RCIS Cod - - - - 63 
n-7. 10 SUB Code.-------- - - - 63 
n--8 and 9.-- 44 SM=4, SL =4----- - - - - 63 

10 SUB Code.-------- - - - - 63 
47 EM=4, EL =7. - H - 63 
13 RDIS Code ----- 62 

DS=1----- - - - 62 
13 RDIS Cod - - -- 62 

l 1 DE=1---- - - -- 62 
0 DS=0------------- - - - - 61 
1 DEF1-------- - - -- 6. 

- 0 JDS = 0------- - - - 60 
n--20----- 10 SUB Code - - - 60 
n--21 and 24 EM=2, EL - - -- 60 
n--23----- 0 DS=0------- - - -- 59 
in 24------------- l DE-i------------ - - - 59 

p LCN Code.-------- - - - - 41 
p 48 CM=4, CL= - - - - 48 
p 10 SUB Code.-- - - - - 48 
p-t-4 and 5-------- 66 SM = 6, SL =6----- - - - - 48 
p 10 SUB Code - - - - 48 
p--7 and 8-- 73 - - - 48 
p--9--- 0. - - - - 47 

13 - - - - - 47 
O1 - - - - - 47 

10 SUB Code.------- - 18 
q--1 and 2.-- 45 SM=4, SL=5----- - M - 18 
q-3------ 1 DE=1-------- - - - 18 
Q-4-------------- 15 End of Pattern.--- - - - 17 

Note all memory words or pairs of memory words 
where appropriate will be expressed as their demical 
equivalent for the sake of simplicity whereas their binary 
equivalents are used within the system. 
Columns C8, C9 and C10 of area A1 will first be 

written. It will be assumed that a first STEP pulse causes 
the memory M to deliver the first memory word m--0 
to the MM signal lines. The first memory word is a load 
column number (LCN) code which enters the function 
decoder FD to generate the LCN signal. The LCN signal 
within the decoder FD blocks the entry AND circuits 
to the decoder FD. The LCN signal is fed to the substi 
tute/increment switch SIS to establish paths between the 
MM signal lines and the TCNK signal lines under con 
trol of the ML signal. In addition, the LCN signal within 
the function decoder FD generates the TPL signal. The 
TPL signal causes step pulse generator SPG to generate 
three step pulses and two OE pulses. The first step pulse 
causes the memory word m--1 to pass from the memory 
M via the MM signal lines switch SIS, and lines TCNK1 
to TCNK4 to the four more significant stages of column 
number counter CNK by virtue of the ML signal being 
present in switch SIS. The second step pulse causes the 
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14 
memory word m--2 to pass from the memory M. via the 
MM signal lines, switch SIS, and lines TCNK5 to TCNK8 
to the four less significant stages of counter CNK by virtue 
of the ML signal being present in switch SIS. Note that 
the trailing edge of the first OE pulse signal coincident 
with the first step pulse shifted the state of the counter 
MLK. At the end of the transfer of the memory word 
m--2, the second OE pulse signal restored counter MLK 
to its original state and counter CNK has been preset to 
represent column C8. The CNK1 to CNK8 signals gen 
erated by counter CNK are fed to horizontal digital-to 
analog converter HDAC which generates a current pro 
portional to their numerical representation. The current 
is fed to the horizontal deflection control HDC which 
horizontally positions the electron beam (when present) 
to the position for column C8. The third of the step pulses 
causes the termination of the LCN signal, the opening 
of the entry AND circuits of the decoder FD (hereafter, 
merely referred to as decoder entry gates) and the avail 
ability of the word m--3 at memory M. 
Memory word m--3 is decoded to a SUB code by the 

decoder FD indicating that the next two memory words 
comprise an element address. The SUB signal internal to 
the decoder FD blocks decoder entry gates. The SEF' 
signal (start-end flip SEF is in the cleared state) and the 
SUB signal cooperate in the substitute/increment switch 
SIS to connect paths from the MM signal lines to the 
TSVR signal lines. The SUB signal causes the decoder FD 
to transmit a TPL signal to the step pulse generator SPG 
which generates three step pulses and two OE pulses. The 
first step pulse causes the memory M to transmit memory 
word m--4, via the MM to MM4 signal lines, the switch 
SIS, and the TSVR1 to TSVR4 signal lines to four more 
significant stages of the start value register SVR. Note the 
ML signal is present. The second step pulse causes the 
memory M to transmit memory word m--5, via the 
MM1 to MM4 signal lines, the switch SIS, and the 
TSVR5 to TSVR8 signal lines to the four less significant 
stages of the start value register SVR. The ML signal is 
present. Note most-least counter MLK operates in the 
same way as during the operation associated with memory 
words m--1 and m--2. 
The start value register SVR now contains the repre 

sentation for the start element address 31. The SVR1 to 
SVR8 signal lines transmit this digital representation to 
the vertical digital-to-analog converter VDAC which gen 
erates a current proportional to their numerical repre 
Sentation. The current is fed to the vertical deflection con 
trol VDFC which vertically positions the electron beam 
(when present) to the start element address position for 
the column C8 linear region in area A1. The third of the 
step pulses causes the termination of the SUB signal, the 
setting of the start-end flip-flop SEF (the trailing edge 
of the SUB signal triggers this flip-flop), the opening of 
the decoder entry gates, and the transfer of the word 
m--6 from the Memory M. 
Memory word m--6 is another SUB code word and the 

System operates in a manner similar to the SUB code 
word of memory word m--3 to load memory words 
m!--7 and m--8 in the end value register EVR except for 
the following: (1) the SEF signal is now present so that 
switch SIS connects lines MM to the input lines TEVR 
of end value register EVR to cause memory words m--7 
and m--8 to enter the end value register EVR as they 
are transmitted by the memory in response to the usual 
first two step pulses; (2) the SEF signal cooperates with 
the SUB signal (passing through OR circuit B1) at AND 
circuit G1 to set inhibit FD flip-flop IFDF which gen 
erates the IFD signal that is used to keep the decoder 
entry gates blocked even after the third step pulse; (3) 
the Scan of the record medium is performed. In particular, 
the IFD signal opens AND circuits GS2 and the contents 
of the start value register SVR are entered into the column 
element counter CEK. The IFD signal opens AND circuit 

75 G3, starting the retrace period under control of retrace 
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counter RTK. When counter RTK overflows the SVS 
signal sets flip-flop VS which generates the VD signal. 
The VD signal is fed to video drive circuits VDC to turn 
on the electron beam of the cathode ray tube CRT and to 
trigger on the sawtooth generator STG. The sawtooth gen 
erator generates a sawtooth current waveform that is 
superimposed on the vertical position current in the verti 
cal deflection control VDFC causing the electron beam to 
sweep vertically from the position represented by the start 
element address value. At the same time the VD signal 
opens AND circuit G2 causing equi-timed pulses to pass 
from oscillator OSC to column element counter CEK 
which starts counting up from the previously loaded start 
element address (31). Column element comparator CEC 
compares the running count in counter CEK with the 
end element address (46) which had been loaded in the 
end value register EVR. When the count in the counter 
CEK has been unit added 15 times, comparator CEC 
detects an equality and emits an ICN signal. The ICN 
signal clears flip-flop VS terminating the VD signal, the 
electron beam is turned off and the sawtooth generator 
STG triggered off. The vertical scan of the record medium 
associated with the linear region of column C8 in area A1 
is complete. Thus, the routine for writing a linear region 
is seen to comprise the steps of horizontally positioning 
the electron beam to a particular point, vertically posi 
tioning the electron beam to a particular point, turning on 
the electron beam and causing the electron beam to ver 
tically scan through a particular distance, and turning off 
the electron beam and ending the scan. The ICN signal 
is also fed to the count input of column number counter 
CNK to increment its contents by one preparatory to 
scanning associated with the column C9 position of area 
A1. The ICN signal also clears start-end flip-flop SEF 
so that the next address to be modified will be a start ele 
ment address. Finally the ICN signal clears the flip-flop 
IFDF terminating the IFD signal so that the decoder 
entry gates open, allowing memory word m--9 to enter 
the decoder FD. 
Memory word m--9 calls for a reversal of the sign 

associated with an address. Decoder FD thu generates an 
RDIS signal that is fed to the sign logic SL where it co 
operates with the SEF signal to change the state of the 
one-stage binary counter associated with the start ele 
ment address. Since this counter was initially set to repre 
sent plus it now represents minus. The decoder FD emits 
an OPL signal causing step pulse generator SPG to gen 
erate one step pulse and memory transmits the m--10 
memory word. 
Memory word m--10 is a data word calling for a start 

element address change of 3 elements. Hence, the decoder 
FD generates the MOD signal. The MOD signal opens 
AND circuits GS1 connecting the MM signal lines to 
the ADDN signal lines (the element addend having the 
value 3 is fed to the adder-subtractor AS). The MOD and 
SEF signals cooperate in the sign logic SL to transmit 
the output of the counter associated with the start ele 
ment address (minus) via the SIGN signal line to the 
sign control input of the adder-subtractor which becomes 
a subtractor. The MOD and SEF signals in the adder 
subtractor Switch ASS cooperate to connect the SVR1 to 
SVR8 signal lines (the contents of the start value regis 
ter SVR) to the AUG1 to AUG8 signal lines (the augend 
inputs of the adder-subtractor). Thus, three is subtracted 
from the start element address (31) to give a new start 
element address (28) on the RES1 to RES8 signal lines. 
The MOD and SEF' signals cooperate in substitute/in 
crement switch SIS to connect the RES to RES8 signal 
lines to the TSVR1 to TSVR8 signal lines and the new 
start element address is loaded in the start value register 
SVR. Finally, the MOD signal causes the decoder FD to 
generate an OPL signal resulting in the memory M trans 
mitting memory word n--11. The trailing edge of the 
MOD signal, passing through OR circuit B, sets flip-flop 
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16 
SEF which starts generating the SEF signal associated 
with end element addresses, 
Memory m-11 is a data word indicating a change of 

6 in an element address (in particular an end element ad 
dress, the SEF signal is present). The MOD signal is gen 
erated and an operation similar to that for memory word 
n--10 is performed with the following exceptions due 
to the presence of the SEF instead of the SEF' signal. The 
contents of the end value register EVR are modified. The 
modification is actually an addition (the counter storing 
the sign associated with the end element addresses in the 
sign logic SL has never been reversed and therefore indi 
cates addition). In addition, the MOD signal cooperates 
with the SEF signal at AND circuit G1 sets flip-flop 
IFDF which generates the IFD signal. The IFED signal 
initiates a new scan cycle just as it did during operation 
on the memory word m--6. 
The generation of the linear regions column-by-column 

continues in the same way until area A1 is completed 
by the operation associated with n-1-3 memory Word. 

It will be noted that after the initial horizontal posi 
tioning of the electron beam by memory words m--0, 
m-1 and m+2, the beam was repositioned by virtue of 
the ICN signal after each scan cycle. This technique was 
possible because the linear regions were contiguous. (This 
was the criterion in defining areas A1, A2 and A3.) How 
ever, in going from area A1 to area A2 there is a jump 
from column C61 to column C63. To accommodate this 
jump, the column number counter CNK must be changed 
by the rise of memory words. Accordingly, memory word 
in-4 is an MCN code word. 
The MCN code word is decoded by function decoder 

FD to generate the MCN signal Internal to the decoder 
FD, the MCN signal blocks the decoder entry gates. The 
MCN signal at AND circuits GS1 connects the MM sig 
nal lines to the ADDN signal lines. The MCN signal at 
the substitute/increment switch SIS connects the RES sig 
nal lines to the TCNK signal lines; and the MCN signal 
at the adder-subtractor switch ASS connects the CNK 
signal lines to the AUG signal lines. In addition, the 
MCN signal at the sign logic SL gates the output of the 
column number sign counter to the SIGN. Since the col 
umn number sign counter has never been reversed it still 
indicates plus. Finally, the MCN signal is fed to the step 
pulse generator SPG causing it to emit two step pulses. 
The first step pulse causes the memory M to transmit 
memory word n--5 (an increment value of 2) which is 
added to the column number (61) to give a result (63) 
that is stored in the column number counter CNK. The 
second step pulse terminates the MCN signal, opens the 
decoder entry gates and causes the transmission of the 
n-6 memory word from memory M. Memory word 
n-i-6 calls for a reversal of the sign counter associated 
with the column number and the SCN1 signal changes 
state causing the column number counter CNK to become 
a down counter. Memory words n--7, n --8 and n--9 call 
for replacing the stored start address element by the ad 
dress (44). This operation is similar to that performed 
for memory words m-3, m--4 and m--5. Memory words 
n--10, n--11 and n--12 call for the substitution of the 
end element address by the address (47). This operation 
is similar to that performed for memory words m--6, 
m--7 and m--8. However, note that when the ICN sig 
nal now occurs and is received by column number counter 
CNR, it unit subtracts from the count since the SCN1 sig 
nal indicates Subtractions. Thus, the column numbers are 
unit decremented for each scan until otherwise indicated. 
The remainder of the “writing' of area A2 proceeds in 
the usual manner until the end of area A2 (column C41) 
is reached. 

After the scan associated with column C4 of area A2, 
memory word p--0 is read out calling for a new column 
number for the start of area A3 since the next column to 
be written is not contiguous with the previous column. 
Note in this case that instead of modifying the column 
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number by an increment (or a decrement) the actual 
value of the new column number is substituted for the 
value stored in column number counter CNK. The new 
column number (48) is specified by memory words p-1 
and p-2. The operation is the same as the operation de 
scribed for memory words m--0, m--1 and m--2. Area 
A3 is then written in a straightforward manner until col 
umn C18 is written as directed by memory words q--0, 
q--1, q--2 and q-3. The memory word q--4 is trans 
mitted from memory M to the function decoder FD to 
give the EOP signal. The pattern for the letter G of 
FIGURE 1 has been recorded on the record medium. 
The EOP signal can be used to halt the system or to 
initiate the start of a new line of characters, a new char 
acter, etc. 
The writing of the character has been described where 

in the limits of the linear regions have been specified by 
start element addresses and end element addresses. Now 
there will be indicated how the character can be written 
with the limits of the linear regions being specified by a 
start element address and a length or displacement value 
from the start element address. First, it should be realized 
that the length data is equivalent to an end element ad 
dress; therefore, it can be directly substituted for end ele 
ment address data. Accordingly, it will be stored in the end 
value register EVR. Furthermore, there is no need to pre 
set the column element counter CEK with start element 
addresses, since column element comparator CEC will 
compare a number representing the number of elements in 
a length or displacement (now indicated by the EVR sig 
nals) with a running count from zero in counter CEK. 
Thus, counter, CEK need not receive the SVR signals via 
AND circuits GS2 and the connection therebetween can 
be removed. Furthermore, after each equality indicated 
by comparator CEC, counter CEK must be cleared to : 
zero. Therefore, by feeding the ICN signal via a delay 
network to the clear input of counter CEK the required 
clearing to zero is obtained. 
With these changes, the start element address-displace 

ment method of writing the character will be outlined 
with respect to Table VI. 

0. 

15 

20 

25 

30 

40 

TABLE WI 

Memory Sign 
Memory Word Word(s) -- p 
Number(s) Contents Comments C S E Col. No. 45 

m’--0------------- 11 LCN Code.------- ---------- 
m’-- and 2- 8 CMs 0, CL as 8 -- - - 8 

10 SUB Code.-- - - - -- 8 
3 SM-3, SL=1 - - - -- 8 
10 SUB Code.-------- -- - - -- 8 
5 LM=1, LL = 5----- -- - - -- 50 
13 RDIS.------------- - - -- 9 
03 - - -- 9 
10 - - - -- 9 
24 - - - - - 9 
3. - H -- O 
6 - - - O 

. 55 
a'--4-------------- 15 End of Pattern. --- - - - 17 

Memory words m'--0, m'--1 and m'--2 are the same 
as memory words m--0, m-1 and m-H2 of Table V and 
result in column number (8) being inserted in column 
number counter CNK. Memory words m'--3, m'--4 and 
m’--5 are the same as memory words m-3, m-1-4 and 
m--5 and result in start element address (31) being in 
serted in start value register SVR. Memory words m'--6, 
m’--7 and m'--8 are similar to memory words m--6, 
m--7 and m--8, except that a length value (15) is in 
serted in end value register EVR instead of end element 
address (46). Now when the IFD signal is generated to 
start a scan cycle, the length value 15 is present on the 
EVR signal lines feeding column element comparator 
CEC. After the retrace portion of the scan cycle, pulses 
are fed in the usual manner to column element counter 
CEK which had been cleared to zero. When counter CEK 
has accumulated 15 pulses comparator CEC emits an 
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ICN signal which in addition to performing its usual 
functions clear the counter CEK to zero. 
Memory word m'--9 is the same as memory word 

m-1-9 and results in a reversal of the sign for the start 
element addresses. Memory word m'--10 is the same as 
memory word m-10 and results in a decrement of the 
start element address to (28). Memory words m'--11, 
m’--12 and m'--13 are similar to memory words m'--6, 
m’--7 and m'--8 and result in the loading of the length 
value (24) in the end value register EVR and a linear 
region having a length of 24 column elements is scanned. 
The memory word m'--14 is the same as memory word 
m-14 and results in a decrementing of the start element 
address by 3 to a new value of 25. The memory word 
m’--15 is similar to memory word n--15 and results 
in an incrementing of the length value by 6 to a value 
of 30 and a linear region having a length of 30 column 
elements is scanned. 
The remainder of the writing of the character continues 

in the same manner and will not be discussed for the 
sake of brevity. 

Thus, there has been shown an improved system for 
recording patterns on a radiation sensitive record medium 
by positioning a source of radiation to specified points 
and then causing the source to scan the record medium in 
a direction for a given period of time. 

Since the various elements shown in the system are 
made up of standard components, and standard assem 
blies, reference may be had to "High Speed Computing 
Devices,” by the staff of Engineering Research Asso 
ciates, Inc. (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1950); 
and appropriate chapters in "Computer Handbook” (Mc 
Graw-Hill, 1962) edited by Harvey D. Huskey and 
Granino A. Korn, and for detailed circuitry, to the exam 
ple "Principles of Transistor Circuits," edited by Richard 
F. Shea, published by John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New 
York and Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London, 1953 and 
1957. In addition, other references are: For system or 
ganization and components: “Logic Design of Digital 
Computers,” by M. Phister, Jr., (John Wiley and Sons, 
New York); “Arithmetic Operations in Digital Com 
puters” by R. K. Richards (D. Van Nostrand Company, 
Inc., New York). For circuits and details: “Digital Com 
puter Components and Circuits", by R. K. Richards (D. 
Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York). 
An especially worthwhile book for finding the com 

ponents mentioned in the specification, and the hard 
ware for realizing the components as well as the tech 
niques for mechanizing Boolean equations to actual logic 
networks is “The Digital Logic Handbook'', 1966-67 
edition, copyrighted in 1966 by the Digital Equipment 
Corporation of Maynard, Mass. 
While only a limited number of embodiments of the 

invention have been shown and described in detail, there 
will now be obvious to those skilled in the art, many 
modifications and variations satisfying many or all of 
the objects of the invention without departing from the 
spirit thereof as defined by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for presenting at least one character to 

a record medium which is sensitive to electromagnetic 
radiation wherein the character is a plurality of areas 
having a second visual state on a background of a first 
visual state, each of said areas being devisible into ad 
jacent linear regions aligned parallel to a first reference 
line extending in a first direction, each of said linear re 
gions being associated with a position on a second refer 
ence line extending in a second direction, said system 
comprising means for storing a coded representation of 
said character as a plurality of coded combinations of 
indicia wherein for each of said areas there is a first 
coded combination of indicia representing the position 
on said second reference line of one of the linear regions 
of the associated area and a plurality of second coded 
combinations of indicia, each of said second coded com 
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binations of indicia being assocated with one of the linear 
regions of the associated area, each of said second coded 
combinations of indicia including one coded group of 
indicia for indicating a position on said first reference 
line where the associated linear region begins and another 
coded group of indicia for indicating the linear extent 
of said associated linear region, a source of positionable 
electromagnetic radiation including means, when ener 
gized, for scanning said record medium in said first direc 
tion, positioning means for positionng said electromag 
netic radiation to points opposite the record medium re 
lated to positions on said second reference line, means 
for transmitting from said storing means the coded com 
binations of indicia of each of said areas sequentially 
and for each of said areas first transmitting said first coded 
combination of indicia associated therewith followed by 
the sequential transmission of said second coded com 
binations of indicia associated therewith, said positioning 
means receiving the said first coded combinations of 
indicia to position said electromagnetic radiation in ac 
cordance with the received first coded combinations of 
indicia, means receiving said Second coded combinations 
of indicia for energizing said source of positionable elec 
magnetic radiation to cause said positionable electro 
magnetic radiation to linearly scan the record medium 
for positions associated with said one coded groups 
of indicia to positions associated with said other coded 
groups of indicia, and repositioning means for causing 
said positioning means to position said electromagnetic 
radiation to the position associated with the linear region 
immediately adjacent to the linear region whose associated 
second coded combination of indicia just energized said 
source of positionable electromagnetic radiation until 
said positioning means receives one of said first coded 
combinations of indicia representing a position on said 
second reference line associated with another area of 
the character. 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein at least one of said 
second coded combinations of indicia includes a first 
coded group of indicia representing the absolute value of 
the starting position of an associated first linear region 
and another of said second coded combinations of indicia, 
associated with the linear region adjacent said first linear 
region, includes a second coded group of indicia repre 
senting an incremental change from said starting posi 
tion, and further comprising means for processing said 
first coded group of indicia representing the absolute 
value of the starting position of said associated first linear 
region and said second coded group of indicia repre 
senting an incremental change from said starting position 
to provide a third coded group of indicia representing the 
absolute value of the starting position of said linear 
region adjacent said first linear region. 

3. The system of claim 1 wherein said coded group 
of indicia for indicating the linear extent of said asso 
ciated linear region represents the position on said first 
reference line where said associated linear region ends. 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein said second coded 
group of indicia for indicating the linear extent of said 
associated linear region represents a displacement from 
the position on said first reference line where said 
associated linear region begins. 

5. The system of claim 1 wherein at least one of said 
second coded combinations of indicia includes a first 
coded group of indicia representing the absolute value of 
the ending position of an associated first linear region 
and another of said second coded combinations of indicia, 
associated with the linear region adjacent Said first linear 
region, includes a second coded group of indicia repre 
senting an incremental change from said ending posi 
tion, and further comprising means for processing said 
first coded group of indicia representing the absolute 
value of the ending position of said associated first linear 
region and said second coded group of indicia repre 
senting an incremental change from said ending position 
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to provide a third coded group of indicia representing the 
absolute value of the ending position of said linear region 
adjacent said first linear region. 

6. The system of claim 1 wherein at least one of said 
second coded combinations of indicia includes a first 
coded group of indicia representing the absolute displace 
ment from the position on said first reference line where 
the associated first linear region begins, and another of 
said second coded combinations of indicia, associated 
with the linear region adjacent said first linear region, 
includes a second coded group of indicia representing 
an incremental change of displacement from said posi 
tion on said first reference line, and further comprising 
means for processing said first coded group of indicia 
representing said absolute displacement and said second 
coded group of indicia representing said incremental 
change of displacement to provide a third coded group 
of indicia representing the absolute displacement from 
the position on said first reference line where said adja 
cent linear region begins. 

7. The system of claim 1 wherein said other coded 
groups of indicia are related to a number of substantially 
equal time intervals during which said source of position 
able electromagnetic radiation is energized for the Scan 
of the record medium for the associated linear region. 

8. The system of claim 1 wherein at least one of Said 
second coded combinations of indicia associated with a 
first linear region includes a first coded group of indicia 
related to the absolute value of a number of substantially 
equal time intervals and another of said second coded 
combinations of indicia associated with a second linear 
region adjacent said first linear region includes a second 
coded group of indicia representing an incremental value 
of a number of substantially equal time intervals and 
further comprising means for processing said first coded 
group of indicia related to said absolute value and Said 
second coded group of indicia representing said incre 
mental value to provide a third coded group of indicia 
representing the absolute value of the number of Sub 
stantially equal time intervals during which said electro 
magnetic radiation source means is energized for the Scan 
of the record medium associated with said second linear 
region. 

9. The system of claim 1 wherein said source of posi 
tionable electromagnetic radiation comprises a cathode 
ray tube having a source of an electron beam and an 
electron sensitive screen against which said electron beam 
impinges, the record medium being positioned opposite 
said screen; said means for energizing said source of 
positionable electromagnetic radiation comprises means 
for storing the coded groups of indicia of said second 
coded combinations of indicia, means for converting the 
stored coded groups of indicia to a vertical deflection 
signal whose amplitude is a function of the stored coded 
groups of indicia and vertical deflection circuits in said 
cathode ray tube for receiving said vertical deflection 
signal to vertically deflect the electron beam in accor 
dance with the amplitude of the received signal; and said 
positioning means comprises means for storing said first 
coded combination of indicia, means for converting the 
stored first coded combination of indicia to a horizontal 
deflection signal whose amplitude is a function of the 
stored first code combination of indicia and horizontal 
deflection circuits in said cathode ray tube to horizontally 
deflect the electron beam in accordance with the ampli 
tude of the received signal; and wherein said repositioning 
means includes means for unit incrementing the said first 
coded combination of indicia stored in the storing means 
of said positional significance represented by positioning 

caS 

10. The system of claim 9 wherein at least one of said 
second coded combinations of indicia includes a first 
coded group of indicia representing the absolute value of 
the starting position of an associated first linear region 
and another of said second coded combinations of indicia, 
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associated with the linear region adjacent said first linear 
region, includes a second coded group of indicia repre 
senting an incremental change from said starting posi 
tion and said storing means of said means for energizing 
said source of positionable electromagnetic radiation 
comprising register means for storing said first coded 
group of indicia and means for receiving said second 
coded group of indicia for changing the contents of said 
register means to represent a combination of first and 
second coded groups of indicia. 

11. The system of claim 9 wherein said coded groups 
of indicia are in one-to-one correspondence with a num 
ber system and represent numbers of substantially equal 
time intervals and wherein said means for scanning the 
record medium comprises signal generating means for 
generating a sweep signal whose amplitude linearly 
changes with time, means for energizing said signal gen 
erating means for a period of time equal to a number of 
time intervals related to said other coded group of indicia, 
and means for transmitting said sweep signal to the 
vertical deflection circuits of said cathode ray tube. 

12. The system of claim 11 wherein said means for 
energizing said signal generating means includes a counter 
means which is preset to the number related to said other 
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coded groups of indicia and means for periodically 
stepping said counter means. 

13. The system of claim 1 wherein said first coded 
combination of indicia represents the absolute value of 
the position of a linear region on said second reference 
line. 

14. The system of claim 1 wherein said first coded com 
bination of indicia represents an incremental value of 
the position of a linear region with respect to the position 
of another linear region on said second reference line. 
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